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Becker introduced higher level orders on a field, a generalization of the notion of an order on 
a field. Higher level orders have since been defined for skew fields and commutative rings. We 
extend the notion of higher level orders to noncommutative rings and generalize some of the 
theory for commutative rings to the noncommutative setting. We obtain more results for a par- 
ticular class of ring, those which modulo a prime ideal are embeddable in a skew field. Finally, 
we define the real spectrum of a noncommutative ring and obtain some topological results con- 
cerning the real spectrum. 
Introduction 
Becker’s notion of a higher level order on a field was extended to skew fields by 
Craven [2], and further work on skew fields was done in [9, lo]. Recently, much of 
the work on higher level orders and reduced Witt rings was extended to commutative 
rings by Marshall and Walter [8]. One is then naturally led to ask if this can be 
generalized to noncommutative rings. This paper is at least the beginnings of a 
theory of higher level orders and real algebra for noncommutative rings. Of course, 
ordinary orders on arbitrary rings (not necessarily commutative or even associative) 
are not new, see e.g. [3] or [ll]. 
For the most general rings we must restrict ourselves to orders of 2-primary level. 
However, once we make this restriction, we can obtain many results. In particular, 
we define orders and preorders, show that a preordered ring always has an order, 
and obtain an Artin-Schreier result. We give two examples: we show that poly- 
nomial rings over ordered skew fields have orders, and we also show that matrix 
rings do not have orders. This last result, although not precisely a generalization, 
is similar in flavor to Craven’s [2,2.10] that an ordered division ring finite dimen- 
sional over its center is commutative. 
In the second section of this paper, we look at a more specialized class of rings, 
ones which satisfy a strong Ore-type condition. These rings have the property that 
modulo a prime ideal they are embeddable in a skew field. In this case, we do not 
need to restrict ourselves to orders of 2-primary level. 
Finally, in the third section, we look at the real spectrum of a general ring, the 
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set of (ordinary) orders on the ring, as a topological space. We generalize many of 
the commutative results to the noncommutative setting. 
1. General noncommutative rings 
Let R be a ring with unit. We use I? to denote the nonzero elements of R and R* 
to denote the units of R. For any subset A c R, we use C A to denote the set of sums 
of elements of A. A 2-sided ideal IL R is prime if xRy c Z implies XE R or y E R, 
equivalently, if A and B are ideals in R such that AB c Z, then A c I or B c I [7,4.3]. 
We start with some definitions which are unfortunately rather technical. The 
reader should keep in mind that these definitions are generalizations of the nth 
powers and sums of nth powers in a commutative ring. The remarks in 1.2 explain 
what the definitions mean in the commutative and skew field cases, and perhaps will 
make them easier to understand. 
Definition 1.1. Suppose r,, . . . , rm E R and n E N, we write n:“, r: to denote the set 
of products of the r;‘s, where each r; appears in the product exactly n times. For 
example, n’ x2y2 = {x2y2, y2x2, xy*x, yx2y, xyxy, yxyx} . (This definition is similar to 
[2, 2.21.) We write S,(R) = (fl’rp ) r, E R}, and C, (R) to denote the set of sums of 
elements of S,(R). 
More generally, for rj E R, i = 1, . . . , m, and n, E N, let Hi:, r:l denote the set of 
all products of the r,‘s, where each r, appears in the product nj times. For example, 
n’xy* = {xy2, y*x,xyx}. For a subset A c R, and a positive integer n, let n, (A) = 
(niz, ring j m E N, and for each i, either r; E A or n; = n}, i.e., the set of products of 
elements of A and n copies of elements of R. For x E R and k E N, let n, (A,xk) = 
{n:“, t-y3 1 WZE hl, rl =x,nl =k, and for i>l, riGA or ni=n}, i.e. products of ele- 
ments of A, n copies of elements of R, and k copies of X. For example, if a E A and 
rE R, then arx2rxEn2 (A,x3). 
Remarks 1.2. (i) If R is commutative, then S,(R)=R” and C, (R)= C R”, the 
sums of nth powers in R. Also, if A is multiplicatively closed, then n, (A) = R”A, 
and II, (A, x”) = R”Ax”. Hence R” c A iff n, (A) c A, and thus if R”c A then 
fl,, (A, x”) = Ax”. 
(ii) If R is a skew field, then, by [2, 2.41, S,(R) is generated by the nth powers 
and the commutators. If A is multiplicatively closed, and A contains the com- 
mutators, then n, (A) = S,(R)A and n, (A,xm) = S,(R)Axm. Since S,(R) contains 
the commutators, for any A, S,(R) c A iff n, (A) c A, and if A is multiplicatively 
closed and S,(R) CA then n, (A,xm) = Axm. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose A is multiplicatively closed. Then 
(0 n, (C A) c C KI,, (A)). 
(ii) Zf q E U, (A, -0, then II, 6% d? c II,, (4 x’?. 
(iii) II, (II, (4) L II, (4. 
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PrOOf. (i) SuppOSe a E n, (c A), then a iS a product Of elements y,, yz, . . . , yk E c A 
and n copies each of elementsxr,~~, . . . ,x,,, E R. We then have a=b, y,bz y2...bkykbk+,, 
where each bi is a (possibly empty) product of the xi’s such that b1 b2... bk+ 1 E C, (R). 
Write each yi as a sum of elements in A. Multiplying out, we have a sum of ele- 
ments of the form b,al . ..bkakbk+. where each a, E A. Clearly each of these is an 
element of n, (A) and therefore aE C (fl, (A)). 
(ii) Note that 4 is a product which contains m copies of x. Then an element of 
n, (A, qk) contains k copies of q and hence km copies of X. 
(iii) follows easily from the definitions. Cl 
We now fix an integer n = 2’ where s> 0. 
Definition 1.4. A subset TC R is a preorder of exponent n (or of level n/2) if 
T+ Tc T, T. TC T, -I$ T, and fl, (T) c T. A preorder T of exponent n is an order 
of exponent n if Tn -T is a prime ideal and for any XE R, n, (T,x’) c T implies 
XETU-T. 
For a preorder T and XER, define T[x] = C n, (T,x). 
Remark 1.5. If R is commutative and T. Tc T, then as in Remark 1.2(i), fl, (T) L 7 
is equivalent to R” c T. If R is a skew field and T. Tc T, then by Remark 1.2(ii), 
n, (T) c T is equivalent to S,(R) c T. Also, in both of these cases, n, (Tx2)C 7 
iff x2 E T. Hence if R is commutative or a skew field, our definition of preorder 
and order is the same as the usual definition. Also note that in these cases, T[x] = TX. 
In the commutative case this is trivial, and in the skew field case it follows from 
[9, 1.41. 
Examples 1.6. (i) By Lemma 1.3(i) and (iii), fl, (C, (R)) C C (II, (R)) = 1, (R). 
Hence for any ring R, C, (R) is a preorder iff -1 $ C, (R). 
(ii) Let D be a preordered skew field and TC D a preorder. Let R =D[x] be the 
polynomial ring over D in one commuting variable. For f~ R, let H(f) denote the 
coefficient of the highest degree term, and let S(f) denote the coefficient of the 
lowest degree term. Note that H(fg) =H(f)H(g) and S(fg) = SOS(g). 
Define q = {f~ R 1 H(f) E T} and T2 = {f~ R 1 S(f) E T} . Clearly T, + q c_ T,, 
Ti. q c T,, and - I$ Ti. Suppose f E HI, (T,), then f is a product of polynomials g 
such that H(g) E T or g appears n times. Since H(nJ;) = n I-i(A), H(f) is a prod- 
uct of elements which are in T or appear n times. Thus H(f) E T and so f e n, (T). 
Therefore 7j is a preorder on R. A similar proof shows that T2 is a preorder. 
Lemma 1.7. Suppose T is a preorder of exponent n and fl, (T,x*) c T. Then 
T+ T[x] is a preorder if -16 T+ T[x]. 
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Proof. Let T’=T+T[x]. Clearly T’+T’cT’. If q,zE& (T,x), then qze 
n, (T,x2) C_ T. This implies T’. T’C T’. By Lemma 1.3(i), since n, (T) c T, it 
follows that n, (T’) c T’. Hence T’ is a preorder if -I$ T’. 0 
Lemma 1.8. Suppose TG R is a preorder and x E R such that fl, (T,x2) c T. Then 
T+ T[x] or T-t T[-x] is a preorder. 
Proof. Note that n, (7’, -x) = -n, (T,x), hence any element of T-t T[-x] is of the 
form f-s, where t E Tand s E T[x]. Suppose the lemma is false, then by Lemma 1.7, 
-l~TfT[x] and -~ET+T[-x]. Then -l=t,+s,=t,-s,for some t,,t2ETand 
sl,s2~T[x]. We have +..QEC(~, (T,x’))cT, hence (1+t,)(l+t2)=-sIs2~-T. 
But this implies -1 E T, a contradiction. Therefore Tt- T[x] or T+ T[-x] is a pre- 
order. 0 
We can now obtain the usual result on maximal preorders. The proof of the fol- 
lowing is similar to a proof for the commutative case due to Marshall and Walter 
[unpublished notes]: 
Proposition 1.9. A preorder which is maximal with respect o inclusion is an order. 
Proof. Let T be a preorder maximal with respect to inclusion, n = 2’ the exponent 
of T, and p = Tn -T. We begin by showing that p is a prime ideal. Clearly p is an 
additive group. 
Given yip and XE R, we want to show xy~p. Given qE n, (T, (xy)“), clearly 
q E n, (T) L T. Since y E -T, we also have -q E n, (T) and hence q E -T. Thus 
fl, (T, (xy)“) up. Let k be the smallest 2-power such that n, (T, (~y)~) cp. Suppose 
xy@p, then k22. Since k is minimal, there is some qE n, (T, (~y)~“) such that 
q$p. Replacing q by -q if necessary, we may assume q$ T. By Lemma 1.3(ii), 
n, (T, q2> G n, (T, (~y>~) up. By the maximality of T, T+ T[q] is not a preorder 
and hence, by Lemma 1.7, -1 ET+T[q]. Thus -1= t+s where se T[q]. Then 
s2 E C (n, (T, q2)) cp, since n, (T, q2) L n, (T, (~y)~) up. Hence (1 + t)2 = s2 E -T, 
which implies - 1 E T, a contradiction. Thus we must have xy EP. A similar proof 
shows yx~p and therefore p is a 2-sided ideal. 
Now suppose xRy Cp, xep and y $p. We can assume without loss of generality 
xe T and y $ T. As above, n, (T, x”) C T and n, (T, y”) C T. Let k, m be the smallest 
2-powers such that n, (T,xk) c T and n,, (T, y”) C T. Then kz 2 and m 2 2, so there 
exist q E n, (T,x~‘~) and z E n, (T,Y~‘~) such that q $ T and ze T. As above, we 
must have -lET+T[q] and -l~TfT[z] and so -l=tl+sl=t,+sz for some 
t,, t2 E T, s, E T[q], and SUE T[z]. Then s,s2 E C(RxRyR) cp and we have s1s2 = 
(1 + tl)(l + t2) E T. This implies -1 E T, a contradiction. Therefore we must have 
x~p or y EP and hence p is a prime ideal. 
Finally, if n, (T,x2) c T, then by Lemma 1.8, T+ T[x] or T+ T[-x] is a pre- 
order. Thus by the maximality of T, XE TV -T. 
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Theorem 1.10. A ring R has an order of exponent n iff -1 $ C,, (R). 
Proof. If R has an order P, then -1 $ C, (R) c P. If -1 $ C, (R), then 1, (R) is a 
preorder of exponent n. By Zorn’s Lemma there exists a maximal preorder of expo- 
nent n, and such a preorder is an order of exponent n by Proposition 1.9. 0 
Lemma 1.11. Suppose T is a preorder in R. Let T*= Tfl R*. 
(i) If XE T*, then X-I ET*. Hence T* is a subgroup of R*. 
(ii) For all XE R*, xTx_’ c T. 
Proof. (i) Let n be the exponent of T. If XE T*, then x-’ =x”-‘x-” E T*. 
(ii) xTx_’ = (xTx’-l)x-’ c n, (T) c T. 0 
Lemma 1.12. Suppose P c R is an order and x E R such that x2 = 1. Then x E P U -P. 
Proof. Since x2 = 1, by Lemma 1.11, XPX = xPx_’ c_ P. We want to show n, (P,x2) c 
P. Given q E n, (P, x2), then q = axbxc, where abc E n, (P) c P. Since x2 = 1 and n is 
a 2-power, x”=l. Then q=x”axbxcx”. Let y=xn-‘axbxcx”-‘, then q=xyx. Clear- 
ly y E n, (P) and so, by the above, q =xyx~ P. We have shown n, (P,x2) c P. 
Since P is an order, this implies XE PU -P. 0 
One of the most obvious examples of a noncommutative ring is a ring of matrices, 
thus it seems natural to look at orders on rings of matrices. It turns out that a matrix 
ring over a ring with unit has no orders of any exponent. We use M,(S) to denote 
the ring of m x m matrices over a ring S. 
Proposition 1.13. Suppose R =M,,,(S), where S is a ring with unit and m is even. 
Then R has no orders of any exponent. 
Proof. Let A =M2(S) and suppose A has an order P of some exponent. Let 
x=[-i e] and y=[e i]. 
Note that x2 =y2 = 1, hence by Lemma 1.12, P contains xy or -xy. But (xY)~ = 
(-xY)~ = -1, a contradiction. Hence no such P can exist. 
Since A has no orders, by Theorem 1.10, -1 E C,, (A) for any 2-power n. Then 
clearly, since m is even, -1 E C, (R) for any 2-power n and so, by Theorem 1 .lO, 
R has no orders of any exponent. 0 
Lemma 1.14. Suppose R=M,(S), S as above. Then R has no orders of any ex- 
ponent. 
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Proof. Fix a 2-power n. For a, b, c E S, let (a, b, c) denote the diagonal matrix 
a 0 0 
I 1 0 b 0 . 0 0 c 
If x=(1,0,0) and y=(l, LO), then x”=x and y”=y, hence x,y~C, (R). Thus 
(2,1,0) = (LO, 0) + (1, l,O> E c, (R), and similarly, (0, 1,2) E C,, (R). Let q = 
(-l,l, 1) and 
then q2 =z2 = 1. As in the proof of Proposition 1.13, it follows that (-1, - 1, 1) = 
(qz)2~~,(R).Similarly,wehave(1,-1,-1)~~,(R).Hence,-1=1+~-1,-1,l~~ 
(2,1,0) + (1, -1, -1). (0,1,2) E C,, (R), and therefore by Theorem 1.10, R has no 
order of exponent n. 0 
Theorem 1.15. Suppose R is a ring of matrices of dimension greater than 1 over a 
ring with unit. Then R has no orders of any exponent. 
Proof. Suppose R =&l,(S) (m> 1). If m is even, we are done by Proposition 1.13. 
If m = 3, we are done by Lemma 1.14. Let (a,, . . . , a,) denote the diagonal matrix 
in R with diagonal entries a,, . . . , a,,,. Fix a 2-power n. By Lemma 1.14 and Theo- 
rem 1.10, -IEE, (M3(S)). Hence r=(--1,-l,-l,O,...,O)EC. (R). Similarly, by 
Proposition l.l3,.s=(O,O,O,-1,-l,..., -1) E C, (R). Then r+s=-1 E C, (R) and 
therefore R has no orders of exponent n. 0 
2. Super Ore rings 
In the commutative case, the main technique for studying orders in rings is to 
embed the ring modulo a prime ideal in a field and use the theory of higher level 
orders on a field. However in the noncommutative case, even a ring with no zero 
divisors is not necessarily a subring of a skew field. We would like to make use of 
the well-developed theory of higher level ordered skew fields, thus we now restrict 
our attention to a special class of noncommutative rings. 
Ore gave an appropriate condition for a ring with no zero divisors to be em- 
beddable in a skew field. We do not wish to restrict ourselves to rings with no zero 
divisors, however we will need our rings to satisfy a stronger condition then the Ore 
condition, since we require that the ring modulo a prime ideal is a subring of a skew 
field. 
Definition 2.1. R is a ring with 1. 
(i) An element r E R is regular if r is not a left or right zero divisor. 
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(ii) A ring R satisfies the (right) super Ore condition if for any r,se R there is 
some r’E R such that r-s = sr’. 
Remark 2.2. Clearly commutative rings and skew fields satisfy the super Ore condi- 
tion, as does an invariant subring of a skew field (for example, a valuation ring in 
a skew field). 
We assume throughout this section that R is a ring satisfying the super Ore condi- 
tion. We define preorder exactly as before, except that we allow any even exponent. 
Our definition of order will come later and will be different from the previous 
definition. In the 2-primary case, the two definitions will turn out to be equivalent. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) Every right ideal in R is a 2-sided ideal. 
(ii) R has a (right) quotient ring, i.e., there is a ring Q(R) > R such that every 
regular element in R is invertible in Q(R) and Q(R) = {ab-’ 1 a, b E R, b regular}. 
(iii) If p is a prime ideal of R, then R/p has no zero divisors. 
Proof. (i) Suppose 1~ R is a right ideal in R. Then I is also a left ideal since for 
rER and x~I, rx=xr’EI. 
(ii) Clearly if R satisfies the super Ore condition, then R satisfies the (right) Ore 
condition and thus, by [4, 7.1.11, Q(R) exists. 
(iii) Suppose ab EP. Given rE R, by assumption there is some r’E R such that 
rb = br’. Then arb = abr’ep. Hence aRb up and thus, since p is a prime ideal, a EP 
or bep. It follows easily that R/p has no zero divisors. 0 
Definition 2.4. Given a prime ideal p c R, by Lemma 2.3(iii), R/p has no zero 
divisors. Hence, by Lemma 2.3(ii), R/p has a skew field of fractions which we 
denote by D(p). 
Lemma 2.5. (i) If deR is regular and rgR, then in Q(R), d-‘rdER. 
(ii) Q(R) = {ab-’ 1 a E R, b E S,(R), b regular}. 
Proof. (i) Since R satisfies the super Ore condition, there is some r’E R such that 
rd=dr’. Then in Q(R), d-‘rd=r’ER. 
(ii) This follows from the formula ab-’ =a(b”-‘)b-“. q 
Lemma 2.6. (i) Suppose r E S,,(R) and x E R. Then there is some s E S,,(R) such 
that rx = xs. 
(ii) If r E R is regular, then in Q(R), r-‘(S,(R))r c S,(R). 
Proof. (i) Since rES,(R), rE n’r: for some ri’s. By the super Ore condition, 
for each i, rix=xs; for some Si. Then, by an easy induction argument, (n’r,“)x= 
x(n’s,!), hence rx=xs where SE n’s: c S,,(R). 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). q 
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Proposition 2.1. Suppose R has no zero divisors and T L R is a preorder of expo- 
nent n such that Tn-T=(O). De-fine T’=(tb-’ 1 tETand ~ES,(R)\{O}}. Then 
T’ is a preorder in Q(R). 
Proof. Denote Q(R) by D. Since R has no zero divisors, D is actually a skew field. 
Then, by Lemma 2.5(i), R is an invariant subring of D, i.e., d-‘Rd=R for all 
deD, and hence, by Lemma 2.5(ii), D={ab-’ 1 aeR and ~ES,(R)\{O}}. 
Given ta-’ ,sb-‘~T’,i.e.,s,t~Tanda,b~S,(R).Thenta-’+sb~’-(tb+sb~‘ab)x 
(ab)-‘. By Lemma 2.6(ii), b-lab ES,(R) L T, hence, since ab ES,(R) c T, tap1 +sb-’ G 
T’. Also, (ta-‘)(sb-‘) = (ta-‘s”a)(bs”-‘a)-’ = (tap’s”a)(bs”-‘a)“-‘(bs”-‘a)-“. By 
Lemma 2.6(ii), aK’s”aE S,(R) G T, and a, b,s~ T implies (bs”-la)n-l E T. Hence 
(tap’>(sb-‘)E T’. If -1= tb-’ E T, then b~Tn-T, but b#O, a contradiction. 
Hence -1 $ T’. 
It remains only to show that C, (D) c T’. Since D is a skew field, C, (0) is 
generated by the nth powers and commutators [lo, p. 11, hence we need only show 
that T’ contains the nth powers and commutators. 
Claim 1. Given a E R, b E S,(R), and k E 77, then (ab-‘)k = akc-’ for some c E S,(R). 
In particular, since every element of D can be written in the form ab-’ with b E S,(R), 
the nth powers of D are in T’. 
Proof of Claim 1. By induction on k. The claim is trivially true for k = 1. Assume 
it is true for k, then (abpl)k+l = (abpl)k(abpl) = akcpl(ab-‘) for some CE S,(R), by 
induction. By Lemma 2.6(ii), a-‘caES,(R), and then akc~‘(ab~‘) =ak”[b(a~‘ca)]~‘, 
proving the claim. 
Claim 2. Suppose XE T’, then x-’ E T’. 
Proof of Claim 2. By Claim 1, X-” E T’, hence xP1 =xnP1x-” E T’. 
Claim 3. For any a,bER\{O}, [a,b]ET’, where [a, b] denotes the commutator 
aba-‘bpl. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let sl=aban-lb”-l, and s2=ba”b”~‘. Then s~,s~EC,, (R)c 
Tc T’, hence, by Claim 2, [a, b] =slsil E T’. 
By Claim 1, T’ contains the nth powers. Suppose x,Y E D\ {0}, we want to show 
[x, y] E T’. As in the proof of Claim 3, it is enough to show that xynxnP1 E T’ and 
xyx ‘-ly”-l E T’. Note xY”xflP1 = (xyx-‘)“x” E T’ by Claim 1. So we are left to show 
that for any x, y E D, xyx”-‘y”-’ E T’. 
Write x=ab-’ and y=cd-‘, where b,dES,(R). By Claim 1, ~~-‘=a~~‘b~~ 
andy"-'=c"-' dlpl for some b,, dl E S,(R). Now let q = c[(ada-‘)-‘a”] c-l. By Lem- 
ma 2.6(ii) and Claim 2, since d, a” E S,(R), q E T’. Also by Lemma 2.6(ii), aba-’ E 
S,(R) and cblcpl ES,(R). Then, by Claim 2, (aba-‘)-’ ET’ and (cblc~‘)~’ E T’. 
By Claim 3, [a,~] ET’. A straightforward check shows that xyx”- ‘y”-’ = 
ab-lcd-la”-lb,lc”~ldl~l =(aba-‘)-‘e [a,c]. q. (cb,c-‘)-‘. c”d,‘. Each element in 
this product is in T’, hence the product is in T’ and thus xy~“-‘y”~’ E T’. There- 
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fore T’ contains the commutators. We have shown that T’ contains the com- 
mutators and nth powers, hence C, (0) c T’. Therefore T’ is a preorder. 0 
Definition 2.8. (i) (cf. [2,2.1]). If D is a skew field, a preorder PC D is an order 
of exponent n if d/P is cyclic of order n. 
(ii) A preorder PC R of exponent n is an order of exponent n if there exists a 
prime ideal p in R and an order Q on D(p) such that P = {r E R 1 r +p E Q} . This is 
similar to the definition for commutative rings [8, p. 71. 
We first show that our new definition of order is equivalent to the old definition 
in the case where the exponent is 2-primary. 
Proposition 2.9. (Cf. [8,2.2].) Suppose PC R is apreorder of 2-primary exponent. 
Then P is an order iff P n -P is a prime ideal and r2 E P implies r E P U -P. 
Proof. Suppose p is a prime ideal in R and P = {r E R / P E Q} , where f denotes the 
image of r in R = R/p, for some order Q on D(p). Since Q is an order on a skew 
field, Qn-Q=(O), hence Pfl-P=p. If r2cP, then ?EQ. Since D(p)/Q is 
cyclic, this implies PE Q U -Q and therefore r E P U -P. 
Now suppose p = P fl -P is a prime ideal and r2 E P implies r E P U -P. Let P be 
the image of P in R/p, and let Q = {xy-’ 1 XE P and y E S,(R)). Since p = Pfl -P, 
in R, P fl -P = { 0} . Then, by Proposition 2.7, Q is a preorder in D(p) of exponent n. 
Claim. P={rER / PEQ]. 
Proof. ClearlyPc{rERIp~Q}.GivenrERwithPEQ,andsupposer$P.Since 
r” E P and n is 2-primary, let k be the maximum 2-power such that rk $ P and let 
s = rk. Since s2 E P, by assumption s E P U -P, hence s E -P. But then 3 E Q 0 -Q = 
(0) which implies SE Pi7 -P. Thus SE P, a contradiction, which proves the claim. 
It remains to show that Q is an order on D(p). Since Q is a preorder, we need 
only show that D(p)/Q is cyclic. Since the exponent of D(p)/0 is 2-primary, we will 
show that D(p)/Q has exactly one element of order 2. Suppose d E D(p) such that 
d2EQ. Write d=xy-‘, wherex=r;ER and Y=sES,(R)\{O}. Since Q is a preorder 
on a skew field, Q contains the commutators. Then, since y E S,(R) c Q, d2 E Q im- 
plies d2.y2.[y-1,x-‘]=~2EQ. Hence, by the claim, r2EP and so rEPU-P. 
Thus d E QU -Q, and so if d has order 2 in D(p)/e, d= -1. Q. Thus D(p)/Q has 
exactly one element of order 2, hence is cyclic, and so Q is an order. 0 
Remark 2.10. Since R satisfies the super Ore condition, for any r,xe R, xrx=x*r’ 
for some r’E R. This implies that for a preorder Tc R and XE R, n, (T,x2) c Tiff 
x2 E T. Thus Proposition 2.9 shows that the new definition of order is equivalent to 
the old definition in the 2-primary case. 
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Definition 2.11. If TG R is a preorder, a subset SC R is a (right) T-module if 
S+ScS, S.TcS, YES, and -l$S. 
Remark 2.12. If S is a T-module and a E R, then clearly S+ aT is additively closed 
and (S+aT).TcST+aTcS+aT. Thus S+aTis a T-module iff -leS+aT. 
Definition 2.13. For a subset UC R, let o= {XE R ( TZXE U for some n E N>. Note 
that for a preorder T, F is clearly a preorder, and for a T-module S, S is clearly a 
T-module and a F-module. 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to the proof for the commutative 
case, see [8, 1.61. 
Proposition 2.14. Suppose T is a preorder and S is a T-module maximal with respect 
to inclusion. Then Sn -S is a prime ideal. 
Proof. Assume S is a maximal T-module, and let p = Sfl -S, which is clearly an 
additive group. Since S is a T-module, by maximality s”= S and hence p. F’r p. 
From the identity n! x= znzd (-l)“-‘-‘(“y’)((x+ i)” -i”) (see [5,8.8.2]), we have 
F- F= R and so pR C_ p. Since p is a right ideal, by Lemma 2.3(i), p is a 2-sided 
ideal. 
Claim 1. Suppose a, bE S,,(R) and abE -S, then aE -S or be -S. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose b $ -S, then S - bT# S and hence by the maximality 
ofSandRemark2.12, -leS-bT.Then-l=s-btforsomes~Sandt~T.Thus 
-a= as-abt. By Lemma 2.6(i), as=sa’, where a’E S,,(R) c T. Then as E STL S, 
hence -a = as - abt E ST- abTc ST+ S L S. Therefore a E -S. 
Claim 2. For aER, if a2Ep, then aEp. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose aep, then without loss of generality a@S and so 
- 1 ES + aT. Suppose - 1 = s + at, then let c = -(l + s) = at. Then c2 = atat = a2r for 
some r E R by the super Ore condition. Thus c2 E p since p is an ideal. This implies 
cmep for all mz2. Then (l+c)“=l+nc+xwherex~p. Thus l+nc~S, and so 
1 + nc = 1 - n( 1 + s) E S. But then - 1 = 1 - n( 1 + s) + ns + (n - 2) E S, a contradiction. 
Therefore a up. 
Now suppose st EP, then s”t” = s”-‘stt”~’ E p since p is an ideal. Thus, by Claim 1, 
we can assume sn E -S, and hence s” EP. Pick k such that 2k~n, then s 2h EP and 
so, by induction and Claim 2, s EP. Since sRt c p implies st EP, we have shown that 
p is a prime ideal. 0 
Theorem 2.15. If R has apreorder of exponent n, then R has an order of exponent n. 
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Proof. Let T be a preorder of exponent n. By Zorn’s Lemma there exists a 
maximal T-module S. By Proposition 2.14, p = S n -S is a prime ideal and clearly 
Tn -Tcp. 
Let R = R/p and T(p) = (71 t E T}, then T(p) is easily seen to be a preorder in 8. 
Since T(p) fl -T(p) = {0}, by Proposition 2.7, there is a preorder Q of D(p) such 
that Tc_ Q. By [9, 1.51, this implies D(p) has an order P of exponent n. Then 
P=(r~R(r~P}isanorderofexponentninR. q 
Corollary 2.16. R has an order of exponent n iff -1 $1, (R). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.15 since C, (R) is a preorder iff -1 $ 
C, (R). 0 
3. The real spectrum of a noncommutative ring 
We now restrict our attention to orders and preorders of level 1 (exponent 2). 
Following the terminology for the commutative case, we call these orderings and 
preorderings. The set of orderings of a real field carries a natural topology, the 
Harrison topology, under which it becomes a Boolean space. Craven extended this 
idea to skew fields, and showed that every Boolean space arises at the set of order- 
ings on some (strictly noncommutative) skew field [l]. On the other hand, the set 
of orderings of a commutative ring can be topologized in a similar way, although 
in general the space obtained is no longer Boolean. 
These ideas carry through to the noncommutative case. In general, the proofs for 
the commutative case go through in our setting without very much additional work. 
In several cases, no proof is given since the commutative proof goes through without 
change. For a good exposition of the commutative case, see [6]. 
For ease of exposition, we use C to denote Cz (R). In this section we will need 
R = C-C, thus we assume throughout hat l/2 E R. It then follows from the identity 
in the proof of Proposition 2.14 that C-C = R. We write X, for the set of order- 
ings of R, and we assume X, # 0. 
Lemma 3.1. A preordering T CR is an ordering iff T n -T is a prime ideal and R = 
TU -T. 
Proof. This is immediate since T of level 1 implies n, (TX*) c C c T for all 
PER. 0 
The following lemma gives us another useful characterization of orderings. This 
is a generalization of [6, 3.21. 
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Lemma 3.2. A preordering TC R is an ordering iff the following property holds: 
(*) IfaCbC-T, thenaETorbET. 
Proof. First suppose T is an ordering. Assume a C b c -T with a $ T and b $ T. 
Then,byLemma3.1,aandbarein-T,henceaCb~T.WehaveR=C-C,hence 
aRb = a(C-C) b c Tn -T. Since T is an ordering, Tf3 -T is a prime ideal and thus 
a E T or b E T. This is a contradiction, hence property (*) must hold. 
Now suppose property (*) holds. For any aeR, a C (-a) c -C c -T, hence 
a E TU -T. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we need only show that p = Tfl -T is a prime 
ideal. p is clearly additively closed, and if x~p and rE R, then since r E TU -T, rx 
and xr are in p. Hence p is an ideal. Assume aRb up and a@p. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume aE T. We have a C b c_ -T, so by (*), b E T. Also, 
a C (-b) c -T and SO b E -T. Thus b EP and hence p is a prime ideal. Therefore T 
is an ordering. q 
As usual, for a E R we define H(a) = {PE X, ) a $ -P> . The H(a)‘s will be the sub- 
basic open sets for our topology. The sets H(al, . . . , a,,) = {PE X, 1 ai $ -P for all i} 
form a basis for a topology on X,, called the Harrison topology. X, with this 
topology is called the real spectrum of R. 
Definition 3.3. If R and S are rings, a homomorphism f: R -+ S is an extension of 
rings if S = f (R) . 2, where Z = {s E S 1 sf (r) = f (r)s for all r E R) . 
In the commutative case, any homomorphism f :R -+ S gives rise to a continuous 
map f^: Xs- X, given by f(P) =f -l(P). In the noncommutative case, we do not 
have this result for all homomorphisms, but we do have the following: 
Proposition 3.4. If f : R -+ S is an extension of rings, then there is a continuous map 
$:Xs-+X, given byf(P)=f-‘(P). 
Proof. Given PEX,, let Q=f-l(P). Then clearly Q+QcQ, Q.QcQ, and -1e 
Q. Given r E n/r,‘, then f(r) E n’f(ri)2 c Sz(S) c P. Thus n’rf c Q and so C c Q. 
Hence Q is a preordering. For r E R, since P is an ordering, f(r) E PU -P. Thus 
rE QU -Q and hence we need only show that Qfl -Q is a prime ideal in R. 
Let p = Pfl -P and q = Qn -Q. Suppose aRb c q, then f(arb) EP for all r E R. 
Given s E S, since f is an extension of rings, s =f (r)z for some r E R and z E S such 
that z commutes with f(x) for any XER. Then f(a)sf(b)=f(a)f(r)f(b)z=f(arb)z. 
By assumption, f(arb) up, hence, since p is an ideal, f(arb)zEp. We have shown 
that f(a)Sf(b)Ep and thus, sincepis a prime ideal,f(a)Ep orf(b)Ep. Hence aEq 
or b ~q and therefore Q is an ordering. An easy check shows that f-‘(H(a)) = 
(H(f(a)) and thus f^ is a continuous map. 0 
Theorem 3.5. (Cf. [12, 2.11.) X, is compact. 
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Proof. For a subset SC R, let C S= C (& (S)) = {C x, 1 each Xi is a product of 2 cop- 
ies each of elements in R, and elements in S}. Clearly C S is closed under addition 
and multiplication, and n, (C S) C_ C S. Hence C S is a preorder iff - 1 $ C S. Also, 
for PEX,, C SLP iff SCP. 
Suppose X, = Uiel H(ai) is an open cover of X,. Let S= {ai 1 ieI}, then given 
P E X,, there exist i E I such that -a, $ P. Thus C (-S) Q P for any PE X,. In par- 
ticular, by Proposition 1.9, C (-S) is not a preordering. This implies - 1 E C (-S) 
and thus there exist ui, u2, . . . , u, in -S such that -1 EC (S’) where S’= {u,, . . ..u.}. 
Hence, for every p E X,, C (-S’)Q P and so -Ui $ P for some i. Thus X, = 
Uy=, H(u;). Hence every open cover of X, has a finite subcover and therefore X, 
is compact. 0 
Lemma 3.6. (i) For P,, P2 E X,, P, C Pz iff P2 E Pi, the closure of P,. 
(ii) For P,, P2 E X,, the following are equivalent: 
(a) PicP2 and P2(tPi. 
(b) There is some a E R such that PI E H(a) and P2 E H(-a). 
(c) There exist two disjoint open sets 6, V, such that P, E F and P2 E V,. 
Proof. Exactly as in the commutative case, see [6,4.4,4.5]. 0 
Theorem 3.7. (i) X2, the set of maximal orderings on R, is a compact, Hausdorff 
space. 
(ii) Given PE X, there is a unique P’ E X$ such that P c P’. 
(iii) The map A : X, +X F given by A(P) = P’ (notation as in (ii)) is continuous. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.6, as in the commutative case, see [6,4.6, 4.71. 0 
If X is a topological set, a subset Cc X is irreducible if C cannot be written as 
a disjoint union of closed sets. 
Proposition 3.8. C G X, is irreducible iff C = p, the closure of some P E X,. 
Proof. Suppose C= 1” and C= Ci U C,, where C, and C2 are closed subsets of X,. 
Then PE Cl or PE C2 which clearly implies C= C, or C= C,. 
Now suppose Cc X, is irreducible, and let T= nPEC P. As in the proof for the 
commutative case (see [6,4.12]), we need only show that T is an ordering. T is 




Since C is irreducible, without loss of generality we may assume C= X, \H(-a) 
and then aE P for all PE C. Thus a~ T and therefore T is an ordering. 0 
V. Powers 
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